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Abstract: (max. 300 words) 

Awareness of the role played by the construction industry to respond to pressing contemporary challenges is 

pushing significant attention towards the comprehensive evaluation of buildings’ environmental and energy 

performance, as well as on the application of solutions to sustain the quality of their indoor environments. In 

this context, the definition of appropriate methodologies for conducting monitoring campaigns and post-

occupancy evaluations (POE) can offer a fundamental instrument for enhancing the design and operation of 

new and existing buildings. This presentation will offer a critical systematisation of the several procedures 

(e.g., longitudinal, point-in-time, transversal), protocols (e.g., survey questionnaires, focus groups, structured 

interviews, etc.) and tools (e.g., sensors, instruments, etc.) that are currently available to collect quantitative and 

qualitative building and occupant performance data. These methodologies have the potential to provide a 

significant step-change towards the systematic objective and subjective assessment (and continuous 

adjustment) of buildings’ strategies towards their increased efficiency and the improvement of the comfort, 

satisfaction, health, and well-being of their users. However, given the dynamic and evolving nature of 

buildings, the complexity and diversity of their occupants, and the importance for these variables to be 

comprehensively balanced in the design and operation of the built environment, there are still many challenges 

that need to be tackled. In response, the presentation will also instruct a critical analysis of the current 

requirements of standards and certification systems to promote the administration of monitoring and POE 

campaigns, for then illustrating some of the avenues of development of scientific research and design practice 

towards a more comfortable, healthy, sustainable and, ultimately, regenerative built environment.  
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